Interest in unconventional computing has been growing steadily for the past two decades, which is not surprising given the information-technology revolution brought about by the advent of fast and versatile Si-chip computers that can carry out complex tasks in all the aspects of our lives. Further advancement of the "conventional" Si technology has been demanding, and it is rapidly headed towards and beyond the nanoscale/nanotechnology limits. Therefore, it has become imperative to seek and explore alternative approaches to complex information processing. These need not compete with the Si-computers in all their capabilities, but could offer speed-up for very specific problems and algorithms, such as quantum computing, or new functionalities, as with biosensing and multi-input interfacing/actuation promised by bio-system/bio-molecule based information processing.
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Unconventional computing is a rather broad field of research. However, some of the most active directions have encountered challenges and borrowed ideas from Si-computers. The approaches covered in this Special Issue include quantum information processing and bioinspired information processing. For both of these developments, one of the paradigms considered for achieving scalable, fault-tolerant information processing, has been gates that carry out simple functions, and their networking. Of course, new developments and paradigms have been required, and differences exist when the detailed approaches are compared to Si computers. However, there is enough of a similarity in the way of thinking and overlap in the communities of science and engineering researchers working in these fields to warrant the present collection.
The approach here has been to have a broad selection of recent results in the fields of biochemical and physical "unconventional" information processing systems, specifically, those that rely on few-level quantum systems or chemical and biochemical reactions as the basic constituent units for carrying out the respective gates functions. The authors were asked to provide a selection of new/recent results in the context of their work, presented with the review and pedagogical components in mind, in order to offer a broad community of readers a "birdeye view" of what has been going on in these fields of research. We have emphasized the chemical/physical/ biological realizations of the constituent units for the envisaged information processing devices, rather than the algorithmic dimension of their envisioned networking and applications.
The articles included in this Special Issue describe the state of the art of the accomplished research but also make it clear that there are shared difficulties in all the sub-topics covered: those of scaling up the information processing from gates and simple units to complex devices. This has remained the primary challenge for future research efforts in these fields, and it is hoped that by cross-referencing the ideas and approaches, and by broadening the recognition of commonalities, among the various researchers, groups, and communities, this Special Issue will prove useful in networking and enrichment of future research efforts. In conclusion, the Guest Editors wish to thank all the authors for their work.
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